
But that isn’t what CRT and its friends at the 
IWA think the future of sharing should be. To 

them, sharing the towpath shouldn’t be a 
common, shared experience, but rather an 

individuated one; and to this end we are seeing 

more and more partitioning of the towpath. 

Whether it be the London Mooring Strategy’s 
dedicated pop up mooring spaces, prohibited 

mooring in watersports zones, increased 
permanent business moorings and further 

developed winter moorings, or the IWA’s 
Vision for London’s mooring free spaces to 

improve the visual experience and increased 

limited stay visitor moorings, the language of 
sharing predicates a partitioning of what 

should be a common space. 

In this version, sharing is done at the expense 
of a group of users (normally itinerant 

boaters). With each guarantee for a particular 
group to use a space, at least one other group is 

denied the ability to use it.  

So the next time CRT and its friends start 
talking about “sharing” and “fairness”, just 

think about who is going to lose out in the 

sharing newspeak equation. 

https://nbtalondon.wordpress.com/                        nbtalondon@gmail.com 

Everyone is up for sharing the waterways, 

and in particular the towpath, right? We 

certainly are, and sharing is a common 

mantra of the Canal and River Trust (CRT), 
and organisations such as the Inland 

Waterways Association (IWA), when they 
introduce new policies or propose changes in 

towpath usage. Given this, you would think 
that sharing the towpath would be an area of 

common ground. But when you compare 

what we mean by sharing and what they 
mean, it becomes clear that it never can be. 

As boaters in general, and itinerants in 

particular, we have the established right to 
moor on the towpath for up to two weeks 

and then move on to another place for up to 
another two weeks and so on. We use the 

towpath as our home and then move, leaving 

that space free for someone else. 

While we are moored up, other people -

walkers, cyclists - are still free to use the 

towpath; and still others -anglers, duck 
feeders, canoeists launching their boats etc - 

are free to use unoccupied towpath to pursue 
these activities. The space is being shared in 

a common way by a myriad of people. 

Sometimes - OK, quite often in London - we 
aren’t able to moor in the particular place or 

area that we may want to; and so it goes for 

the anglers, duck feeders and canoeists. In 
other words, we have a common (if often 

atomized) experience of what is a shared, 
common space. 
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Andrzej 

Andrzej from the boat commonly called ‘the 
Caravan Boat’, has been evicted by the Canal 
and River Trust (CRT). CRT sent over 10 
enforcement bailiffs and CRT staff members 
with two RIBs and two police officers to evict 
Andrzej. Barring him from retrieving his 
belongings, including his work tools, CRT 
towed his boat and craned it out at Bulls 
Bridge (West London) before transporting it 
200 miles to Cheshire.  
It was 2 months before we were allowed to 
retrieve what remained of his possessions, 
and due to CRT’s legendary incompetence, 
some 80% of these had suffered water damage. 

Andrzej had applied for a licence for his boat; 
he had up-to-date boat safety & insurance and 
he was using his boat for navigation and 
intending to carry on navigating. Therefore, we 
believe CRT has broken the British Waterways 
Act 1995 section 17 where it states our right to 

not be refused a licence. We have started the 
process of challenging CRT refusing Andrzej a 
licence. 

 
Meanwhile at Chess Basin… 

The Salters Cut (Gasworks Arm/ River Chess) 
is a lesser known navigation off the Grand 
Union at Batchworth. Decades ago British 
Waterways (BW) turned most of it into long 
term moorings for permanently moored boats. 
Somewhere down the line the lock and lift 
bridge was locked off to the public.  
CRT carried on BW long term moorings until 
earlier this year when it was leased to a private 
company, Waterways Heritage Limited 
(WHL), who tripled the mooring prices (now 
starting from £8500 per year) and changed the 
terms and conditions to do things like banning 
barbecues and requiring that boats be painted 
every few years. 
Most people on the moorings refused and 
moved off; however Sadie stayed and agreed to 
the terms and conditions and pay rise. Still, 
Tim Woodbridge, the director of WHL refused 
her. 
Sadie was brought up on the boat on the 
mooring. The boat had been built at the 
mooring 34 years ago, with no intention of it 
moving. Tim Woodbridge doesn't care and 
wants her out. This is social cleansing and 
gentrification of the waterways. 
Stop Sadie being evicted!  
Stop the privatisation of the waterways! 

Eviction News 

 

On Thursday 21 June, Helen Brice represented NBTA-London speaking at the Future Of London 
Conference the theme of which was “Making The Most Of London’s Waterways”. The conference 
was sold as a full day to share development ideas around London’s waterways, including the 
canals, and was sponsored by Avison Young, the commercial real estate company, and Arup the 
design, engineering and business consultants.  

CRT took a prominent position on the main panel discussion titled “Potential of Waterways” and 
insisted that they look at each waterside development  “…on a case by case basis, looking at where 
moorings can be increased for boat-dwellers…working with developers early on”. 

Yet, all the presentations for projects left travelling boat-dwellers and casual moorings out of the 
development plans – there were presentations for houseboats, cycle tracks, permanently moored 
corporate boats, but no discussion about more moorings, or the retaining of existing moorings.  

At the end of the NBTA presentation we asked explicitly to be included at an early stage in talks 
with developers. One delegate asked NBTA, “And what do you think you bring to the community?” 
This is indicative of the attitude that itinerant boaters face with developers. We are the community 
too! If we don’t get vocal, we’ll remain marginalized. Be active, be noisy. Come to the next NBTA 
London meeting and make a difference. 

Whose Future is it Anyway? 

June’s “making the most of London’s Waterways” looked like it was going to 

leave boat dwellers adrift... 



 

The Inland Waterways Association (IWA) 

is often given credit for saving the canals from 

destruction at the hands of post-war 

governments which saw no utility in their 

continued existence. One often hears the cry “if 

it wasn’t for the IWA, there would be no 

canals.” While there is definitely truth in this 

sentiment, the fact remains that the radical 

heyday of the organisation was in the two and 

half decades which followed the War. Today it 

is very much part of the establishment which 

once sought to fill in the canal system with 

millions of tonnes of concrete.  

Despite this, or maybe because of it, the IWA 

and many of its members, both old and even 

older, cling on to an exaggerated sense of 

entitlement when it comes to what happens on 

the inland waterways today. While this is often 

manifested as members’ petty, passive 

aggressive complaints about such things as not 

being able to moor up wherever they want to, 

it also feeds into one of the organisation’s 

biggest hobby horses: London. 

To the IWA, London, what with its boats and 

people who live on boats without a mooring 

and boats moving around using the 

infrastructure, is a problem which needs to be 

solved; and in March of this year they 

published their latest comically awful 

“thoughts” on what should be done: the IWA 

Vision for London. 

One of the first things one notices about the 

Vision document, is its reliance on hearsay 

which is unsupported by any evidence; for 

example, despite them admitting that there is 

no research on the matter, they claim that “the 

great majority” of boats on temporary 

moorings in the capital – ie CC’ers – only 

move the minimum amount required of them; 

furthermore, boaters who overstay on 

temporary moorings would rather just have a 

permanent mooring. 

But the biggest theme of the “Vision” is the 

IWA’s explicit and implicit hatred of itinerant 

boaters in London. From the IWA’s 

perspective, there are 2 types of good boaters: 

Pornography for the Passing 

 

The Mayor’s London Plan & the Waterways 

The Mayor of London’s ‘Waterways’ page is headed by a picture of pretty boats moored on the 
towpath side above Actons lock. It is because of travelling boat dwellers that there is now a vibrant 
network of canals & rivers instead of what used to be a derelict and crime riddled no go zone.  

The proposals for the Mayor’s London Plan however totally ignore this. While citing the need for 
more permanent business & leisure moorings and visitor moorings, the Plan makes no mention of 
what travelling boat dwellers need: casual moorings. When push comes to shove, we are not 
included in the reality of the Mayor’s London Plan, just a PR picture. 

NBTA has been involved at every stage possible in this consultation over the past two years, yet 
despite this, itinerant boaters remain excluded. It is clear, therefore, that despite their words of 
inclusion and diversity, the Mayor’s office does not give 2 hoots about boaters without a home 
mooring. 

Our demands at the meeting have been documented in the official minutes and we wait to see  if 
this attitude will continue... 

those in a marina who have earned (ie paid 

for) the right to complain about “freeloaders”, 

and “genuine” CCers who are on a journey 

exploring the waterways of Britain and 

publishing a blog called “Watery Wanderings” 

or somesuch, detailing how many miles and 

locks they have done that day, safe in the 

knowledge that they don’t have to work for a 

living. This is the organisation’s boating 

constituency and its legitimacy lies in attacking 

those who are outside it. 

Vision for London is shameless in what it will 

use to make the lives of boaters in London 

more difficult, whether it’s a newly found 

interest in “fire safety” to place a limit on high 

density mooring areas, jumping on the 

greenwashing bandwagon to promote the use 

of electricity only winter moorings and a 

clamping down on the use of solid fuels, or 

introducing a congestion charge for those 

boaters who spend more than 14 days in the 

capital, to name a few. Even where they appear 

to have a positive notion, such as the need for 

more facilities, it is accompanied with a fiscal 

sanction for their use. 

The early radicalism of the IWA was founded 

on people using near derelict waterways to 

keep them open and fight for the right to 

navigation. Three quarters of a century later 

and it has turned its back on the people who 

have made their home on the London 

waterways in favour of the ageing owners of 

marina bound boats who find it challenging to 

accept that what is happening on the 

waterways of London is just reflective of the 

current social trends in the capital as a whole.  

IWA Trustee and 

London Region 

Chair, Paul 

Strudwick, proudly 

holds IWA’s Vision 

for London. 
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NBTA London went to City Hall in May to participate in the second round 

consultation of the Mayor’s London Plan for the London Waterways 

We are the London branch of the National 

Bargee Travellers Association (NBTA). 

The NBTA is an organization open to all but 

run by boaters without  a home mooring. We 

campaign for the rights of boat dwellers.  

We hold a monthly meeting on the first 

Monday of the month at 7pm upstairs at the 

Star of Kings, York Way, London N1 0AX. 

Everyone welcome! 

Worried about possible eviction or only being 

granted a restricted licence?  Contact the 

Caseworker Team: 

E-mail: nbta.london.caseworker@gmail.com  

Phone: 07459354163  

Help Grow the Anti - Eviction Phone Tree 

The NBTA is the only boating organisation which offers unconditional support to boaters under 

threat of eviction. We know that sometimes people who want to give their support in such cases 

don’t hear about them until it is too late, so we have created a “phone tree” to keep you alerted. If 

you would like to support boaters threatened with eviction, please take a minute to add your name 

& number.  

You can find the form here: http://bit.ly/2YX292G 

May saw NBTA London taking our  message against the privatisation of the 
towpath to the waterways, climaxing with a flotilla of colourful boats making 
the return trip between Paddington and Camden Lock.   

CRT continues to 
push forward with its 
plans to make more 
and more towpath 
unavailable to 
travelling boat 
dwellers. We can’t 
allow this to go 
unchallenged! 

Flotilla! 


